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Foreword 
This special issue contains revised and extended versions of papers from the Fourth 
International Conference on Algebraic and Logic Programming (ALP), held in Madrid 
(Spain) on 14-16, September 1994. 
ALP’94 belongs to a biennial series of conferences, started in 1988 with the aim 
of strengthening the connections between algebraic techniques and logic programming. 
Typical ALP topics include: algebraic specification; theorem proving; term rewriting, 
narrowing and resolution; program semantics, analysis and transformation; constraints; 
concurrency; higher-order features; and extensions of logic programming. 
This issue consists of seven selected papers. 
Behavioural theories and the proof of behavioural properties by Michel Bidoit and 
Rolf Hennicker, presents results which provide useful methods for reducing theorem 
proving in behavioural specifications to standard theorem proving in first-order logic. 
Proving implications by algebraic approximation by Michael Codish and Grigory 
Mashevitzky, generalizes classical works on checking the validity of implications over 
lattice structures, showing that both the old and the new results have a potential for 
applications in computer science. 
A sequential reduction strategy) by Sergio Antoy and Aart Middeldorp, gives a new 
sequential reduction strategy which is normalizing for a wide class of TRSs, and allows 
to detect some non-terminating situations for almost orthogonal systems. 
On termination and conjluence properties of disjoint and constructor-sharing 
conditional rewrite systems by Bernhard Gramlich, presents a very complete inves- 
tigation on the modularity behaviour of termination and confluence of (join) con- 
ditional rewrite systems, reviewing some previous work and giving new interesting 
results. 
A compositional semantic basis for the analysis of equational Horn programs by 
Maria Alpuente, Moreno Falaschi and German Vidal, describes an AND-compositional 
semantics for equational Horn programs, founded on basic narrowing, and its 
application to static satisfiability analysis of equation systems. 
Three-valued completion for abductive logic programs by Frank Teusink, extends 
and complements earlier work on the use of completion for abduction, giving a 
complete study of how to compute abduction in logic programs under a completion 
semantics. 
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Forum: a multiple-conclusion specljication logic by Dale Miller, was presented as 
an invited paper at the conference and proposes a new presentation of linear logic as 
a logic programming language, providing an excellent combination of the features of 
concurrency, linear logic, and AProlog, with a clean meta theory. 
We sincerely thank all the referees for their valuable help in selecting the papers and 
suggesting improvements to the authors. We hope that this issue will be enjoyed by all 
those who believe in the usefulness of algebraic and logic techniques for programming. 
Giorgio Levi and Mario Rodriguez-Artalejo 
